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Controlled disordered patterns and information transfer between coupled neural lattices
with oscillatory states
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The problem of reproduction of spatial images by lattices of oscillating neural units is discussed. We
consider that each neuron can be at rest or can oscillate with fixed frequency and that the neurons are coupled
electrically by a resistor. Then one layer of neurons, one lattice, is coupled to another similar layer. It is shown
that for strong enough interlattice interaction relative to the intralattice diffusion, the shape of the pattern on
one lattice is determined uniquely by the image of the other. The reproduction of a stimulus shape is possible
even when the number of interlattice couplings is much smaller than the number of neurons in either lattice.
Moreover, the spatial features of the images do not depend on the features of the eigenexcitations of the neural
lattices, which are discrete, active nonequilibrium media.@S1063-651X~98!11603-3#

PACS number~s!: 87.10.1e, 05.45.1b
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I. INTRODUCTION

The majority of neurons and neural groups~small and
large neural systems! act as electric, or signal, or informatio
generators. These may be subcritical and supercritical g
erators. All processing of the incoming signals occurs aga
the background of their own oscillatory activity. A numb
of experiments suggest that the information provided by
neurons and the neural groups is contained in the trans
mation of their mutual dynamics@1–4#. The representation
and the reproduction of the information in neural assemb
is possible only due to the spatiotemporal modulation of
activity of the elements in the assembly. Dynamic repres
tation of information in the neural systems may vary. F
instance, it may be represented as the synchronizatio
neural groups with different phase lag@3,5,6#, as transforma-
tion from spatiotemporal disorder to order in certain parts
the assemblies, and so on. For example, it is shown in@7#
that sensory stimuli can lead to the changes in spatiotemp
patterns of activity rather than in average level of the ac
ity.

In this paper we discuss an approach to information
change between neural assemblies, namely, spatial con
ling of patterns in neural lattices with oscillatory states.

We take as an example two coupled neural lattices in
simplest approximations:~i! an individual neuron may be in
two modes~the state of rest and the regime of isochrono
oscillations! @8,9# and ~ii ! the neurons are coupled resi
tively, diffusively @10,11#. We show that the spatial structur
of the image from one lattice may be controlled by the p
tern on the other. The initial conditions of the controlle
lattice may include arbitrary spatial disorder. On the oth
hand it may happen that some coupling between the latt
fails to do so due to being broken or ill functioning. This
what we
571063-651X/98/57~3!/3344~8!/$15.00
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shall call a rarefied interlattice coupling.
Note that perception of stimulus occurs against the ba

ground of complex spatiotemporal dynamics of the neu
lattice. In particular, the bistability of neurons~periodic os-
cillations or the state of rest! in the presence of intralattice
coupling with the neighbors provides a stable regime of s
tially irregular oscillations. The action of a stimulus does n
suppress spatiotemporal chaos but modulates its spatial
tribution so that the envelope patterns reproduce the shap
the stimulus. The patterns thus reproduced against the b
ground of spatial disorder have nothing to do with the eig
modes of neural lattice oscillations. With two lattices a
two bistable states, the number of different stimuli that c
be reproduced by theN2 neuronal assembly at a suitab
coupling between the elements is 2N2

.

II. MODEL

Among the diversity of neuron models that are able to
in the state of rest and produce periodic oscillations
choose quite a simple one. We will model the neuron b
Van der Pol oscillator with subcritical bifurcation. Two dif
ferent attractors coexist in the phase plane of such an o
lator. These are a stable fixed point and a stable limit cy
For simplicity, we assume that the period of the oscillati
does not depend on amplitude. In this case, one can des
the dynamics of such a neuron by the equation

u̇ jk52ujkF~ uujku2!. ~1!

Here,ujk is the complex amplitude of the oscillation in th
j ,k node or neuron of the lattice.F(uuu2)52auuu42auuu2
3344 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 3345CONTROLLED DISORDERED PATTERNS AND . . .
11, anda.8, allows coexistence of the state of rest and
periodic oscillation in the phase space of the system~1!.

Two different formulations of the problem are possib
These are~i! mutual co-ordination of the patterns mapped
different lattices~in the case of reciprocal coupling betwee
lattices! and ~ii ! reproduction of patterns through mutua
possibly rarefied interaction of the lattices. In this paper
investigate both cases. We consider two mutually coup
lattices described by the following equations:

u̇ jk52ujkF~ uujku2!1d~Du! jk1hjk~v jk2ujk!, ~2a!

v̇ jk52v jkF~ uv jku2!1d~Dv ! jk1hjk~ujk2v jk!, ~2b!

j ,k51,2, . . . ,N,

whered andhjk account for intralattice and interlattice cou
pling, respectively. (Du) jk5(Du) j1(Du)k24ujk , (Du) j
5uj 11,k2uj 21,k , and (Du)k5uj ,k111uj ,k21. We restrict
consideration to the casehj ,k>0. We are going to conside
the problem of reproduction of afixedstimulus by a neura
lattice as described by Eq.~2a!, by takingv jk as the externa
image, the stimulus image which is involved in the mutu
interaction with disordered statesujk . For some salient fea
tures in a case with only steady states available and a sim
cubic nonlinearity see Ref.@12#.

III. IN-PHASE OSCILLATIONS

For a single lattice, Eq.~2!, with hjk50, one can show
~see @13# for details! that 2N2

stable ‘‘equilibria’’ that set
in-phase oscillations in the initial system may coexist in
autonomous lattice~systemL0) at sufficiently weak values
of the intralattice, diffusive coupling. These oscillations ex
for the values of the parameters in the region

Dch5H d,minF 2 f min

4~r 02r min!
,

f max

4~r 01r max!
G , a.8J ,

wherer min , r max, f min , f max are, respectively, the absciss
and ordinates of the minima and maxima of the funct
f (r )522ar51ar32r andr 0 is the largest root of the equa
tion f (r )50. The amplitude distribution of in-phase mod
‘‘along’’ the spatial coordinates is in one-to-one correspo
dence withN3N matrices consisting of a random set of tw
symbols. This means that the amplitude distribution of
phase oscillations in the initial system may be extrem
diverse: from simple~uniform, periodic, etc.! to irregular,
chaotic in space.

A. Gradient features of the system

The system~2! with the interlattice coupling switched o
may be rewritten as

u̇ j ,k52
]U

]uj ,k*
, v̇ j ,k52

]U

]v j ,k*
, ~3!

where the ‘‘free energy’’ functionalU is
e

.
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d

l
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U5(
j ,k

@G~ uuj ,ku2!1G~ uv j ,ku2!1d~ uuj 11,k2uj ,ku2

1uuj ,k112uj ,ku21uv j 11,k2v j ,ku21uv j ,k112v j ,ku2!

1hj ,kuuj ,k2v j ,ku2#,

G~ uuu2!5uuu22
a

2
uuu41

2a

3
uuu6>0.

Thus, Eq.~3! is a gradient system, and under arbitrary init
conditions its trajectories tend to one of the ‘‘equilibria
corresponding to one of the minima of the functionU.

B. Manifold features of in-phase oscillations

The existence of a manifold of in-phase oscillations eq
libria follows immediately from the system~2!:

S5$w j ,k5c j ,k5u05const, j ,k51,2, . . . ,N%,

where the phasesw j ,k andc j ,k are related to the variables o
the system~2!:

uj ,k5r j ,ke
iw j ,k, v j ,k5r j ,ke

ic j ,k

By linearizing the system~2! in the vicinity of S and using
the Gershgorin theorem@14# for the matrix of the linearized
system it can be shown that the manifoldS is locally stable.

C. Mutual synchronization of oscillations

Let us now show that due to the interlattice coupling t
oscillations in either lattice are mutually synchronized onS if
the inequality

hj ,k>
7a220

40
~4!

is fulfilled, i.e., when the interlattice couplings exceed so
critical values. From Eq.~2! we find that, on the manifoldS,
the equations describing the dynamics of amplitudes h
the form

ṙ j ,k52r j ,kF~r j ,k!1d~Dr ! j ,k2hj ,k~r j ,k2r j ,k!,

ṙ j ,k52r j ,kF~r j ,k!1d~Dr! j ,k1hj ,k~r j ,k2r j ,k!. ~5!

Let us introduce new variables:

xj ,k5uj ,k2v j ,k , yj ,k5uj ,k1v j ,k .

Then Eq.~5! yields

ẋ j ,k5d~Dx! j2sxj ,k1d~Dx!k2
a

8
xj ,kQj ,k , ~6!

where

s[4d12hj ,k2
7a220

20
,

Qj ,k[xj ,k
4 110xj ,k

2 yj ,k
2 22xj ,k

2 26yj ,k
2 15yj ,k

4 1
14

5
.
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3346 57NEKORKIN, KAZANTSEV, RABINOVICH, AND VELARDE
From Eq.~6! it follows that there exists in the phase space
the system~6! a manifold of in-phase oscillations

M5$xjk50; j ,k51,2, . . . ,N%,

which is globally stable. To prove this we introduce th
Lyapunov function

V5(
j ,k

xj ,k
2

2
.

Due to Eq.~4!, the derivative of the functionV has the form

V̇52(
j ,k

S Pj ,k1
a

8
xj ,k

2 Qj ,kD ,

where

Pj ,k[2dxj ,k~Dx! jsxj ,k
2 2d~Dx!kxj ,k ,

hence all functionsQj ,k are positive definite. The function
P5( j ,kPj ,k is also positive definite. Indeed, introducing th
vector

Z5~z1 ,z2 , . . . ,zN2!,

wherez15x11, z25x12, . . . , zN25xNN , P may be written
in the following form:

P5 (
i , j 51

N2

ai j zizj5ZTAZ,

whereai j 5aji , T denotes transposition, andA5iai j i is a
square symmetricN23N2 matrix. The square form ofP is
positive definite if its eigenvalues are positive~see, for ex-
ample,@15#!. Using Gershgorin’s theorem@14# it can be seen
that the union of the Gershgorin disks in the complex pla
is located in the right-side half plane, if the inequality~4! is
fulfilled. Thus, the derivativeV̇ is a negative definite func
tion and, consequently, the manifoldM is globally
asymptoticallystable for all in-phase motions. This mea
that the different amplitude distributions of in-phase motio
in two coupled lattices evolve to the amplitude patterns
identical spatial structure. This phenomenon may be in
preted as themutual synchronization of oscillations in th
two coupled lattices.

IV. REPLICATION OF A STIMULUS
IN MUTUALLY COUPLED LATTICES

Let us see how the mutual synchronization of oscillatio
may lead to the replication by the disordered lattice o
given stimulus carried by the other patterned lattice.

A. Replication phenomenon

Let the initial conditions be the following:~i! The first
lattice produces the in-phase motions with spatially dis
dered, but steady distribution of the oscillation amplitu
~see, for example, Fig. 1!. ~ii ! The amplitude distribution of
in-phase motions in the second lattice is a given patt
~stimulus!, which also corresponds to equilibrium of the i
dependent lattice. We take as the stimulus the letter ‘‘N,’’
f

e

s
f
r-

s
a

-

n

with its black core being composed of oscillators that ha
been excited~having a finite amplitude!, while the back-
ground outside the letterN contains the oscillators practi
cally at rest~having vanishing amplitude!. Let the interlattice
interaction be switched on and the values of coupling co
ficients satisfy the inequality~4!. After a transient process th
synchronization of oscillations occurs because the mani
M is globally stable, but what spatial structure of the term
nal amplitude distribution will appear in the lattices? Figur
1–3 illustrate the result of the interaction by usingd50.06
andh50.6 for the three cases while the shape of nonlinea
F ~the value of the parametera) describing a local oscillator
is different. In the figures, the left pair of pictures corr
sponds to initial amplitude distributions, and the right pair
the terminal patterns obtained by numerical integration of
system~5!. As already stated, the white color in the figur
denotes the oscillators close to the state of rest, while
excited oscillators with maximum amplitude are shown
black. Then in all three figures the lattice initially disorder
replicates the shape of the stimulus contained in the o
lattice, although the terminal patterns of Figs. 1 and 2 p
serve features of disorder either in the core of the letter~Fig.
1! or in the background~Fig. 2!. The terminal patterns o
Fig. 3 show the possibility of a rather faithful replication o
the stimulus. What scenario and which system parame
are responsible for thequality of replication? Let us look,
first, at Fig. 4 where the interaction occurs in the presenc
another letter, ‘‘V,’’ in the disordered lattice~which, for ex-
ample, has been earlier replicated on this lattice!, with the
parameters taken the same as for the faithful replica
shown in Fig. 3. We find that the terminal patterns in th
case have a significant trace of the letter ‘‘V’’ in the core of
the stimulus. Thus, these four examples show that replica

FIG. 1. Replication of the patterned stimulus with distortions
the core of the replicated image. Initial amplitude distributions~left
pair!, terminal patterns~right pair!. Parameter values:a510, d
50.06,hjk5h50.6.
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57 3347CONTROLLED DISORDERED PATTERNS AND . . .
is sensitive both to the system parameters and to the ‘‘p
erties’’ of initial distributions. The explanation of why a
initially disordered lattice is able to reproduce the pattern
another lattice and to control the quality of this reproduct
is given in the following section.

FIG. 2. Replication of the patterned stimulus with distortions
the background of the replicated image. Parameter valuesa
511, d50.06,hjk5h50.6.

FIG. 3. Faithful replication of the patterned stimulus. Parame
values:a510.4,d50.06,hjk5h50.6.
p-

f

B. Dynamical origin of replication

Note, first of all, that the intralattice, diffusive couplingd
between the oscillators in each lattice must be small eno
~in regionDch). The 2N2

possible equilibrium amplitude dis
tributions of in-phase motions allows us to exhibit indepe
dent lattice patterns of widely arbitrary spatial structur
Since a local neuron is bistable, the possible amplitude of
oscillations for smalld can be localized in the so-called ab
sorbing domains~see@13#!, i.e., small regions close to the
rest state,O0, and to the excited state,O1, of each indepen-
dent oscillator.

Let us consider the stimulus as a number of clusters~we
define a cluster as a group of rather large number of nei
boring oscillators having the same amplitude — close eit
to the rest state or to the excited state!. For instance, the
stimulus in the Figs. 1–4~letter ‘‘N’’ ! has two clusters~core
and background!. A completely disordered pattern does n
have clusters. Then the elements of a cluster are locate
the absorbing domains close to the statesO0, if this is a
cluster of oscillators at rest, or close toO1, if this is a cluster
of excited oscillators~for instance, the elements of the ho
mogeneous pattern having one cluster are located in ei
O0 or O1, precisely!, while the elements of a disordere
pattern are located rather far fromO0 or O1 but within the
absorbing domains.

The second point to be noted is that the interlattice co
plings hj ,k should be strong enough to obtain the synchro
zation of the amplitude patterns, i.e., condition~4! must be
fulfilled. Thus, any neuron (j ,k) of one lattice has a weak
interaction with its neighbors,dÞ0, while it has a strong
interaction with the corresponding neuron of the other latti
hj ,kÞ0, hence infj ,khj ,k5hm@d is satisfied. This allows us
to describe the dynamics of the amplitude of any pair
r

FIG. 4. Replication of the patterned stimulus when the init
disorder contains another pattern~letter ‘‘V’’ !. Parameter values:
a510.4,d50.06,hjk5h50.6.
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3348 57NEKORKIN, KAZANTSEV, RABINOVICH, AND VELARDE
oscillators~one taken from the first latticer and the otherr
from the second!, coupled byhj ,k , separately. The equation
are

ṙ 52rF ~r !2hj ,k~r 2r!,

ṙ52rF~r!1hj ,k~r 2r!. ~7!

Figure 5 illustrates the qualitative phase portrait of the s
tem ~7!. There are two stable equilibrium nodesO0,0(0,0)
andO1,1(r 0 ,r 0) corresponding to the rest and excited sta
of the oscillators, and the saddle pointOs whose incoming
separatrices are denoted byw1 andw2. The initial conditions
for this system should be associated with equilibrium p
terns of independent lattices. Since we use system~7! for any
pair of oscillators all possible initial points are located in t
absorbing domains, near one of the pointsO0,0, O1,1, O0,1,
O1,0 ~see Fig. 5!. Taking the initial conditions within the
absorbing domains we see the influence of the small intra
tice diffusive couplingd in such a way that the state of a
other elements of the lattice only determines the position
the initial point within the domain. Then, if both oscillato
from a pair have been near the rest state or have been ex
before the interaction~initial conditions should be taken in
the domains near pointsO0,0 or O1,1, respectively! they do
not change their states~do not leave the corresponding d
mains! after the interlattice interaction is switched on. The
if the oscillators have been in different states„the initial
point lies within the domains nearO0,1 or O1,0 @these points
are not equilibrium states for the system~7!#, Fig. 5… they
change their states and become synchronized as resu
interlattice coupling. Possible routes of this process
shown in Fig. 5 by the trajectoriesG1 ,G2 ,G3 ,G4. They differ
by the location of the initial point relative to the separatric
w1, w2. Thus, pattern interaction is reduced to thecompeti-
tion of oscillations in the corresponding pairs of oscillators
the coupled lattices.

The replication of a stimulus can be also explained
follows. Let the first lattice described in Eq.~7! by r contain
a patterned stimulus while the second latticer is disordered.
Consider one oscillator from a rest cluster of the stimu
and corresponding excited oscillators of the disordered

FIG. 5. Phase portrait of the auxiliary system~7!. The four
rectangles denote the domains where the initial conditions for
system should be situated. The trajectoriesG1 ,G2 ,G3 ,G4 show the
possible routes of replication as the result ofcompetitionof a pair of
oscillators taken from different lattices.
-

s

t-

t-

f

ted

,

of
e

s

s

s
t-

tice ~point ‘‘1’’ in Fig. 5 !. The excited elements of this pa
tend to the rest state by the routeG1. Analogously, the rest
elements of the disorder in interaction with the excited cl
ter tend to the excited state~trajectoryG3). Thus, as a resul
of intralattice interaction the lattice of disordered oscillato
copiesthe spatial structure of the stimulus with faithful re
lication.

As we mentioned above an oscillator from the disorde
pattern stays rather far from the steady points of an indep
dent oscillator while an oscillator from a cluster is very clo
to these states. Hence, the initial conditions are located
two anglesof absorbing domains for a pair of oscillato
when one of them is taken within a cluster and another fr
the disordered state~points ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘3’’ in Fig. 5 !. These
angles are associated with the edge of the absorbing dom
for one oscillator and the origin of the domain for anoth
This is the major ingredient in the evolution process, ess
tial for replication.~It fails only for oscillators located nea
the boundaries of the clusters, hence the distortions of
replicated images even when the replication is rather fa
ful.! The second ingredient concerns the mutual arrangem
of the separatricesw1 and w2 relative to the absorbing do
mains. It depends on the shape of the nonlinearity and on
strength of the interlattice couplinghj ,k . Faithful replication
for all kinds of stimuli occurs when the separatrices lie
close as possible to the bisectors~Fig. 5! of the absorbing
domain rectangles~or separate the angles where the init
points are located!. If the separatrices intersect the domai
near one of the angles or do not intersect them at all we
have traces of disorder in the rest cluster~Fig. 1! or in the
excited cluster~Fig. 2! of the replicated image.

Notice also that if the initially disordered lattice contain
a cluster~letter ‘‘V’’ in Fig. 4! the condition for faithful
replication is not fulfilled~point ‘‘3’’ stays below the sepa-
ratrix w1) for some pairs of oscillators. Then these pairs
not copy the features of the stimulus but retain the feature
the disorder~letter ‘‘V’’ !. Thus replication in this case i
incomplete.

Needless to say, there is no faithful replication process
vanishing intralattice diffusiond50. In this case the initial
conditions are located directly in the pointsO1,0, O0,1 ~Fig.
5! and no matter what spatial structure of interacting patte
and interlattice coupling exist~no absorbing domains in thi
case! they are always mapped to the rest state~as shown in
Fig. 5 by the dashed trajectories! or to the excited state~if the
separatricesw1, w2 lie below the pointsO1,0, O0,1 in Fig. 5!
for each pair of oscillators. This excludes the possibility
faithful replication.

In summary the main features of the replication proc
described above are as follows:

~i! The replication of a patterned stimulus by a disorde
lattice occurs through mutual interaction of strongly coup
lattices with a weak but not vanishing diffusion in each la
tice (0,d!hm).

~ii ! The interlattice interaction can be described as a k
of competition of the amplitude states of each pair
strongly coupled oscillators taken independently in a po
( j ,k) of both lattices. The initial condition for this compet
tion is defined uniquely by the spatial structure of the ima
and the disorder for nonvanishing intralattice coupling.

e
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~iii ! The second lattice or ‘‘raw material’’ ready for rep
lication should be quite disordered or at least it should
contain clusters of oscillators. This provides an advantag
a patterned stimulus relative to a disordered distribution
the competition hence gives the possibility of faithful rep
cation.

C. Replication for rarefied coupling between the lattices

Previously we have considered the problem of mutual
teraction of two lattices when all interlattice coupling coe
ficients hj ,k are equal to each other and taken above so
threshold.~The threshold obtained in Sec. III gives only th
upper estimated value of real threshold, which is varied
different patterns and depends on the lattice parameters
spatial structures of the initial distributions.! This is the case
of homogeneouscoupling between the lattice layers. Now l
us see what happens if there is a number of interlattice c
plings hj ,k below threshold or simply broken.~i! Would the
replication of a given stimulus still be possible for such r
efied couplings?~ii ! What about the ‘‘quality’’ of replica-
tion?

Let us turn, first, to Fig. 6, which illustrates the results
numerical integration of the equations~7! for a case of rar-
efied coupling while all other parameters are taken the s

FIG. 6. Replication of the patterned stimulus in the case
rarefied coupling between the lattices. The values ofhj ,k are ran-
domly distributed~bottom picture and corresponding grey scale
dicating 0,hjk,0.8). Parameter values:a510.4,d50.06.
t
to
n

-

e

r
nd

u-

-

f

e

as for the faithful replication shown in Fig. 3. The coef
cients of the matrixhj ,k are randomly distributed within the
interval @0,0.6#. Thus, we have some couplings abo
threshold, others below threshold, and a number of coupli
completely broken, hence missing. One can see that the
lication actually still occurs here but, as expected, the re
cated image is rather imperfect relative to the case of ho
geneous coupling~Fig. 3!.

Following the arguments given in Sec. IV B we can s
the following. The elements in the points (j ,k) for which the
coefficientshj ,k exceed the threshold interact in the sam
manner as described for the case of homogeneous coup
i.e., the disordered oscillators tend to the state defined by
elements of the stimulus. The pairs of oscillators with brok
or too weakhj ,k cannot be described by the system~7! be-
cause the conditionhj ,k@d is not fulfilled and they cannot be
considered independent of the other lattice elements. If
fore the interaction the oscillators of such a pair have bee
different states~near state of rest or near the excited sta!
they cannot change their states because the couplingd with
the neighbors is too weak~the magnitude ofd has been
chosen, namely, to provide the possibility of existence of
2(N21)2 steady states of the lattice for fixed state of a giv
oscillator!. Thus, in the points (j ,k) of broken coupling
(hj ,k→0) the replicated image has distortions that we c
see in the terminal patterns of Fig. 6. The oscillators of
disordered lattice for whichhj ,k is not vanishing but does no
exceed the threshold can both synchronize with the stimu
by means of the cooperative action of smalld and not too
large hj ,k . Either they replicate features of the stimulus
they tend to a state located somewhere between the sta
rest and the excited state but outside the absorbing dom
of these states. Notice that the terminal patterns are equili
for the whole system~the two coupled lattices as a compos
system! because the system is gradient. However, they
not equilibrium states for each lattice taken separately
contrast to the case of homogeneous coupling.

In summary, the rarefied coupling also provides the a
ity to replicate a given patterned stimulus in the disorde
lattice through the mutual interaction of the two lattice
Since the system cannot ‘‘overcome’’ the broken coupli
by means of neighbors action~the couplingd in each lattice
is very small! the replicated image will always have disto
tions where the couplings are broken.

D. Replication of a stimulus on lattices of oscillators
with phases arbitrary distributed

We have considered the mutual interaction of two coup
lattices assuming that all oscillators in either lattice are
phase. It has also been shown in Sec. III that the in-ph
motions arelocally stable, i.e., all small disturbances im
posed on the oscillators phases will asymptotically decre
to the phase synchronization mode in the process of ev
tion. Here we illustrate the replication phenomenon, wh
occurs through the synchronization of oscillatoramplitudes,
when the phases of oscillators have been initially random
distributed along the lattices.

Let us take the initial amplitude patterns and the syst
parameters corresponding to the faithful replication for
phase motions~Fig. 3! and randomly distributed phases of a
oscillators within the interval (21,1). Integrating Eq.~2! we
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find that amplitude patterns synchronize rather quicklyt
'12) ~replicated amplitude patterns are shown in Fig.!
where the initially disordered lattice reproduces the stimul
given by the second lattice. The evolution of the phases
oscillators has a longer time scale, and Fig. 7 illustrates
steps of this evolution. The terminal state of all oscillators

FIG. 7. Replication of the patterned stimulus on the mutual
coupled lattices of oscillators with arbitrary distributed phases. Ev
lution of phase distributions. Vertical pairs of pictures show inte
mediate stages in the evolution. Terminal patterns correspond to
phase synchronization mode. Parameter values:a510.4,d
50.06,h50.6.
s
of
e

s

close to the phase synchronization mode~the last pair of
pictures in Fig. 7!. The previous steps shown in Fig. 7 illus
trate how the system reaches this state. This process invo
forming phase clusters~we define a phase cluster as a gro
of neighbor oscillators with equal phase! which grow follow-
ing intralattice interaction~small clusters are absorbed by b
ones! and, finally, we have all oscillators in-phase.~Further
details on phase cluster interaction are given in Re
@13,16#.! Notice that the phase patterns on the intermed
stages clearly copy the main features@the contours of the
letter ‘‘N’’ ~Fig. 7!# of the amplitude patterns already sy
chronized~Fig. 3!. Thus, the coupled lattices of oscillato
whose phases have been arbitrarily distributed are abl
replicate a patterned stimulus carried by the amplitu
while the phases of all oscillators tend to the phase sync
nization mode.

V. CONCLUSION

We have investigated how control and synchronizat
phenomena occur in a system of two coupled neural n
works, i.e., two lattice layers composed of active, bista
oscillating neurons. The model discussed here is a partic
example using control and synchronization of spatiotempo
images to transfer and process analog information betw
different neural assemblies or different parts of the cort
We used for this model quite a simple description of t
bistable behavior of the neurons@9#. We also assumed tha
the coupling between neurons inside each lattice is w
relative to the interlattice coupling. Such an assumption
common when modeling the cooperative dynamics of neu
assemblies~see, for example,@10#!.

The most important results of our study are the followin
~i! for strong enough coupling between lattices the spa
pattern on one neural lattice controls completely the ima
pattern replicated on another one;~ii ! such control is realized
even when the number of connections between assembli
much smaller than the number of neurons in each lattice;~iii !
the observed phenomena also occur when the spatial d
bution of interlattice connection is disordered in space. T
robustness of the observed control and synchronization p
nomena permits us to safely say that similar results are
pected for more realistic models, which may take into a
count~1! the spiking-bursting behavior of neurons describ
by a conductance-based model~Hodgkin-Huxley–like
model! and/or~2! the nonlocal coupling between neurons
the lattices, two items for future work.
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